
Hey dude, save 
the meme 
image on my 
S3 by running 
my saveImg() 
func.

You got 
it

Use case: Web API



Select a machine,
Scaling,
Boot up the function env,
Monitoring,
Billing,
Run the function…
Tell the user function finished!



ExCamera: Video encoding in real-time















MapReduce (an analytic framework)



Databases (Serverless SQLite)



No, it’s not perfect. It is bad in some use case



Can developers really focus on function now?



Can developers really focus on function now?

- In some sense, yes. No worries about server.

- But usually requires extra work + performance penalties



What’s missing?

- No Inter-function communication 
- No State Sharing (a.k.a “Hey I am done with computation”)
- No Data Transferring (Mapper send data to Reducer)
- All distributed task that requires cooperation won’t work well (MapReduce, 

Distributed Model Training, ..)

  



How is shuffle a challenge?

1. Naming the functions can already be a 
trouble. They are ephemeral and can’t be 
self-identified.

2. Way more message need to transfer. 

(# of VM) ^ 2    >>>  (# of VM * # of 
task)^2

=>  (# of task) ^ 2 message need to be sent!

The number of message can range from 10 to 
100, which yields a magnitude of 100 to 
10000 more message for same task. Woah.



Problems exposed in this experiment

1. Communication is tough, and it is slow.



Problems exposed in this experiment

2. Even with third party messaging service, like SQS, the 
communication is slow. And could be very expensive.

3. Task that require frequent access to storage service is a 
nightmare. It’s an inherited problem of stateless computation.



What’s missing?

- No good way to manage states
- Slow to access cloud storage (e.g., S3) for storing states
- Active research area
- Pocket: Elastic Ephemeral Storage for Serverless Analytics  

https://www.usenix.org/system/files/osdi18-klimovic.pdf


What’s missing?

- Inflexible Resource Configuration
- Sometimes we can’t even fit a machine learning model into a serverless instance.

Quote from AWS Lambda Docs: “Choose an amount between 128 MB and 3,008 MB in 64-MB 
increments. Lambda allocates CPU power linearly in proportion to the amount of memory“



Generally unpredictable performance

- Lower startup latency comparing to VM-based instances. No 
booting up OS is needed.

But the slow start up of VM-based instance can be amortized in the long run.

- In cloud funtion, the cold start latency includes:
(1) Start a cloud function

(2) Initialize env such as loding the liraries,

(3) Application-specific initialization in the user code, such as pull the model from storage 

server, initialize the entire logging system and message system, etc.

(2) and (3) can simply dwarf the performance of (1)!

And you simply lose the control of the type of hardware you got allocated. You 

do not have guranteen of hardware as you had in EC2.



Other limitation

- No fine-grained billing in respect to resource used. Still 
billed by usage time.

- Limited runtime. Up to 900 seconds.



What’s suitable and what’s not



What can we do to alleviate the limitations?

Problem: 

Losing control of hardware:

- User can specify running time of function

- User can specify memory size

We don’t want to push the level of configuration too far. Otherwise we fall back to the EC2 dilemma.

Mitigation:

- Let the cloud provider provision, profiling for a better hardware set to run.

- Could be chanllenging for cloud provider to accomodate more detailed requirements.



Problem: Data Dependencies

- Ignorance about data that might exchange between functions => Suboptimal placement 

that result in sub-optimal performance. 

e.g. In MapReduce case. Whole lotta message need to send back and forth.

Mitigation:

- Have a computation graph that indicates the dependencies. A lot of distributed system 

already have this kind of thing! Orchestration frameworks  (Apache Airflow)

- Let the cloud provider fill up the gap of their knowledge about data dependencies. (AWS 

Step Functions)



System challenges

Storage: 

durational (SSD-based distributed storage + in-memory cache)  +

ephemeral (distributed in-memory service) 



Support for coordination primitives

Signaling/ coordination primitives would facilitate the cooperation of functions.

- Classic distributed system algorithms such as consensus or leader election won’t even work, due to the 

ephemeralness and stateless attribute of the functions. 

- No exact mitigation proposed. (Read LegoOS for some inspiration ;)



Minimize starting overhead

1. Pre-allocation of structutes
2. Incremental loading of libraries
3. new lightweight isolation mechanisms (lightVM)
4. “warm-pool” of popular functionality to save some overhead.

Any other proposal?

Shared library like what we had in container(?)



Security challenges
1. Scheduling randomization and physical isolation.

a. Hardware level side-channel / Rowhammer attacks inside the cloud
b. Solution: Ephemerality of functions already mitigate this problem.

2. Fine-grained security context.
a. Sensitive information during function execution.
b. Solution: Use capability-based access control to cooperate with other functions.
c. Still hard for things such as non-equivocation and revocation of capability. 

3. Oblivious serverless computing
a. Functions might leak access pattern and timing information through communication.
b. Solution: Use oblivious algorithms. But has high-overhead. 
c. Oblivious algo: An algorithm whose behavior, by design, is independent of some 

property that influences a typical algorithm for the same problem.

d.



Fallacies and Pitfalls
Using AWS lambda is more expensive than AWS EC2.

- Not quite. You will save operational expense. You will also be charged by resources used 

instead of reservation time for instances.

Serverless computing can have unpredictable costs.

- Bucket based pricing like your mobile phone data plan.

It’s easy to port among serverless computing providers.

- Not really. Since you are also using BaaS service, it creates stickiness of service. And it cause 

vendor lock-in.

Cloud functions cannot handle low latency application needing predictable performance.

- We can pre-warm the cloud functions and shorten the startup time. More predictable.



Thoughts?

The authors claim serverless will 

skyrocket and bring EC2 type of thing 

into history.



Open questions: Legacy Code?

The economical value of existing code represents a huge investment of countless hours of 

developers coding and fixing software

One of the most important problems may be to what degree existing legacy code can be 

automatically or semi-automatically decomposed into smaller-granularity pieces to take 

advantage of these new economics?



Open questions: New Programming Models?

• Tools 

• Deployment 

• Monitoring and debugging 

• Short-lived functions, scaling to large invocations, 

• Looking for problems is like finding needles in ever growing haystack? 

• Serverless IDEs? 

• Decompose micro-service into FaaS? 


